Routing
Coming from Namur or Brussels :
-

-

-

On A 411, Brussels - Namur : exit n°9 Corroy-le-Grand
Then take direction RN 25 Charleroi-Nivelles
On the RN25 : exit Court-Saint-Etienne/Mont-Saint-Guibert, just after km
27. Be careful, there are several exits Court-St-Etienne and several exits
Mont-St-Guibert, but only one covers both names.
At the bottom of the exit, take left direction Mont-Saint-Guibert / Beaurieux
(you are going under RN 25 you just left)
After the speed reducers, take right (just after a newspaper shop) direction
eaurieux, Clos de l’Orme, Mellery
After another speed reducer, at the “Y” take right direction Mellery.
The street is called Vital Casse , and there again you have numbers of sped
reducers with flowers in it.
On top of this street, straight on through the wood, coming to a round-about
with trees in the middle of the fields
At the round-about, straight on, passing in front of big radio antenna
You are going through little hamlet called Haute-Heuval, there you go straight
on and you are at 1900m from Mellery
You are entering Mellery through rue Adjudant Kumps, we are at n°19, on
your right, before going down towards the church.

Coming from Mons or Paris or Brussels – Tournai - Lille :
-

-

-

On the A 42, Brussels - Charleroi - Mons- Paris: exit n° 19 Nivelles SUD
Take direction Wavre, on your right
After several round-about, take direction RN25 Wavre - Brussels
On the RN25 : exit Court-Saint-Etienne/Mont-Saint-Guibert, just after km
28. Be careful, there are several exits Court-St-Etienne and several exits
Mont-St-Guibert, but only one covers both names.
At the bottom of the exit, take right direction Mont-Saint-Guibert / Beaurieux
(you are going under RN 25 you just left)
After the speed reducers, take right (just after a newspaper shop) direction
eaurieux, Clos de l’Orme, Mellery
After another speed reducer, at the “Y” take right direction Mellery.
The street is called Vital Casse , and there again you have numbers of sped
reducers with flowers in it.
On top of this street, straight on through the wood, coming to a round-about
with trees in the middle of the fields
At the round-about, straight on, passing in front of big radio antenna
You are going through little hamlet called Haute-Heuval, there you go straight
on and you are at 1900m from Mellery
You are entering Mellery through rue Adjudant Kumps, we are at n°19, on
your right, before going down towards the church.
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